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Slow down: Radar enforcement begins

Police cite safety as reason for new measure
By Jennifer Haiduk
Staff Writer

Campus police have begun the first step of a three part radar enforcement plan to make the campus safer, said Director of Campus Police, Philip Calitre.

“My intent is for safety” said Calitre. The radar enforcement is a result of many complaints and requests by students and faculty. Campus police are concerned with the safety of both pedestrians and motorists.

Calitre’s idea of a gradual process of radar enforcement has three phases.

The first step is to warn and inform every person on campus about the radar. Campus police are sending messages on E-mail, posting flyers and signs, and having

CLOCKED AT 38 M.P.H.: Sgt. Juan Rivera operates a radar gun, on Carlisle Rd. that is hooked up to the display board on the rear of the police car. This method will be used to deter speeding on campus.

Bogus scholarship company uncovered
By Jill Seegers
Staff Writer

A fraudulent company preying on college student’s money was busted by the Attorney General’s office of New York in February, and is ordered to refund students that acted on the false ads.

On February 2, Impression & Gifts Inc., also know as Academic Investment Money (AIM) lost a lawsuit filed by Dennis Vacco, the General Attorney of New York. The lawsuit was filed in May of 1996 on the premises that AIM was putting ads in newspapers all over the country guaranteeing financial aid assistance to college students.

Students individually paid amounts between $70 and $100 to receive information on financial aid. Most students never received anything. The students that asked for reimbursements were ignored.

AIM was unable to give a statement, being that the company ceases to exist. Their number has been disconnected.

Students will be able to receive refunds if they send a written complaint to the New York State Department of Law, Bureau of Consumer Frauds, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271, by May 1, 1998. To be eligible, documentation is required.

Whitman to visit new ice arena
The governor will be joined by U.S. Olympic figure skater JoJo Starbuck for Floyd Hall’s grand opening ceremony
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer

New Jersey Governor Christine Whitman will be attending the Floyd Hall Grand Opening Ceremony on March 28 at 11 a.m., according to Floyd Hall President Floyd Hall. New Jersey Educational Facilities Authority Director Rafael Perez, and Interim MSU President Grc-
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JUVENTILES TO BE HELD UNTIL HEARING

JONESBORO, Arkansas — A juvenile court judge on Wednesday ordered two boys accused of killing five people and wounding 10 at an Arkansas school held until April 29, when they may be formally charged with capital murder and first-degree battery.

Judge Ralph Wilson said there was sufficient evidence to keep the boys behind bars until the hearing, Prosecutor Brent Davis said.

Davis told reporters that evidence was presented to support charges of capital murder and aggravated battery against the boys, identified as Mitchell Johnson, 13, and Andrew Golden, 11.

The two cannot be tried as adults under Arkansas law, but could be held as juvenile delinquents until age 18. Under state law, children under age 14 are charged only in Juvenile Court. They may be held until they are 21, but usually are turned out of the system by 18 because of a lack of facilities.

OREGON WOMAN TAKES ADVANTAGE OF ASSISTED SUICIDE LAW

PORTLAND, Oregon — An elderly woman stricken with breast cancer has become the first known person to die under the nation’s only doctor-assisted suicide law, an advocacy group said Wednesday.

The Oregon woman in her mid-80s, whose name was withheld by her family, died Tuesday night, about 30 minutes after taking a lethal dose of barbiturates mixed with syrup, and washed down with a glass of brandy, the advocates said.

“I am looking forward to it,” the woman said in a tape played for reporters by the group Compassion in Dying. “I will be relieved of all the stress I have.”

Oregon’s Death with Dignity Act, first passed by voters in 1994 and affirmed last year, allows doctors to prescribe lethal drugs at the request of terminally ill patients who have less than six months to live. Doctors may only prescribe a lethal dose, not administer it.

SUPREME COURT HEARS ARGUMENTS IN SEX HARASSMENT DISPUTES

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court struggled Wednesday with two sexual harassment disputes that deal with the issue of when an employer may be held responsible for the misconduct of its employees.

In a 90 minute argument, the justices grappled with the question of whether an employer should be shielded from paying damages if it did not know harassment was occurring.

The two cases involve a Florida lifeguard who says she was sexually harassed by her supervisors and a Texas teen who was sexually abused by her teacher.

AFRICAN LEADERS ENDORSE CLINTON PACT ON HUMAN RIGHTS TRADE

ENTEBBE, Uganda — Seven African leaders signed a pact Wednesday with U.S. President Bill Clinton to endorse his vision of a new relationship with Africa based on a deepened respect for human rights and increased trade.

“We have agreed to work together to banish genocide from this region and this continent,” Clinton said after the Summit for Peace and Prosperity on the shores of Lake Victoria in Uganda.

“Our efforts came too late for yesterday’s victims. They must be in time for tomorrow’s victims,” he said.

The U.S. president later left Uganda for Cape Town, South Africa, the next stop on his six-nation African tour. The meeting in Uganda followed a brief but emotional stop in Rwanda, where Clinton was visibly moved by the stories he heard in a meeting with six survivors of the slaughter of more than 800,000 people during a three-month period beginning in April 1994.

COLOMBIA’S SAMPER HAILS REBEL PEACE MOVE

BOGOTA, Colombia — President Ernesto Samper on Wednesday hailed a top rebel group’s decision to hold peace talks with his government as a major breakthrough and urged all Colombians to support moves toward their country’s pacification.

Making what he described as “a vehement call” for peace, Samper said all Colombians should “accompany this initiative toward reconciliation, which is opening up before eyes tired of seeing so much violence.”

He was referring to a Spanish-brocaded pact, worked out in secret negotiations in Madrid in January and February, under which the Cuban-inspired National Liberation Army agreed to hold preliminary peace talks with his government.

RESCUERS LOOKING FOR SURVIVORS OF CYCLONE IN INDIA

NEW DELHI, India — Rescue teams on Wednesday searched through hundreds of shattered huts, hoping to find more survivors from Tuesday’s furious cyclone that killed at least 160 people and left thousands homeless in two eastern states.

The cyclone (also called a tornado), carrying winds of up to 180 kph (115 mph), swept through the states of Orissa and West Bengal, flattening homes, uprooting poles, snapping telecommunication lines, overturning vehicles and flinging them into nearby fields.

At least 2,000 villagers were injured and about 15,000 were left homeless, officials said.
Legislators propose to better Class III budgets

The new bill revamps current system and encourages Class III's to increase their status

Justin Vellucci
Staff Writer

A recent bill penned by several legislators of the SGA proposes to create a budget of $1,000 for each Class II Organization, restructuring a financial situation of appropriations and matching funds that has been established for years.

The bill, currently being reviewed by several committees within the SGA, is an attempt to “alleviate the red tape” often associated with the financial situations of Class II and Class III Organizations, according to Ryan Roe, a SGA legislator and head of the Appropriations Committee.

Roe expressed his own support for the bill, stating that, “Hopefully, this will be a good direction for programming.”

Under the current system, Class II Organizations (Caribso and the International Student Organization, amongst others) could be appropriated up to $750 per semester free of matching funds and up to $5,000 in total appropriations for the whole year. The fault of this system, according to supporters of the Class II budgeting bill, is in the often lengthy periods of time that are required to acquire the funds, often hindering advertising funds for on-campus student activities.

Rashad Ehmood, a SGA legislator and one of the authors of the bill, stated that, “the reason we wrote the bill is to give members incentive for Class III Organizations to move up to Class II status.” According to Ehmood, Class II Organizations, which, by definition serve the interests of a greater population of students, would have more flexibility and freedom to operate and serve their purpose as student organizations if freed from certain facets of the current financial system.

Several students, anticipating the final decision on the bill, expressed concern regarding any changes in the regulation of each organization’s funds. Class I Organizations, who do not operate under the same financial ceiling as Class II and Class III Organizations, have traditionally had much more freedom in regards to acquiring and controlling their funds and finances, but are regulated by executive boards in addition to the SGA treasurer.

No comments or decisions on the proposition for Class II budgeting will be made until after the SGA votes on the bill sometime in the coming weeks.

If the administration wants to effectuate positive change within the Greek community, then that change has to come from within the Greek community itself.

- George Raffa, SGA legislator

I hope that everyone has moved on from it. Whatever happened, happened, and now we need to move on. I am hopeful that we will come to an agreement about a message for addressing the issues raised in the Blue Ribbon report before the end of the semester,” said Dean Helen.

The SGA members that worked on this revision proposal hope that their efforts will pay off. Their goal is that by the end of the semester the Greeks system on campus will improve as a whole and will not get pushed aside or forced to go underground due to unfair rules. They feel that the only way to accomplish their goal is to have the administration and the students, Greek and non-Greek, work together.

“If the administration wants to effectuate positive change within the Greek community, then that change has to come from within the Greek community itself. To force these issues onto the Greeks will only cause more rebellion. We have to work together on this issue,” said Raffa, SGA legislator.

One SGA member, who chose to remain nameless, felt that, “the administration should be giving more. It is their responsibility to support all organizations on campus. They should turn their negative opinions into a positive one of the Blue Ribbon proposal that they came up with is not adequate, nor in the best interests of the Greek community.”
Police to implement radar program

CLOCKED AT 38 M.P.H.: This display board attached to the rear of a police car informs drivers on their speeds as clocked on a radar gun. This technology will soon be used on campus to deter drivers from speeding.

RADAR, cont. from p. 1

ing articles written in student and faculty newspapers. Calitre does not want people to get the “wrong idea” about the radar, which is why he is going to every extent to make people aware of the enforcement. When Calitre feels everyone is educated about the radar, he will move on to the next phase.

A speed monitor placed on the trunk of a police car is the second part of the program. The unit displays the speed of passing cars. This shows drivers their actual speed and hopefully, will make them aware of the speed limit.

The final phase of the enforcement is implementing the radar. Police officers will use the radar in their cars, at various locations, and ticket speeding vehicles.

“I have no idea when the initial enforcement will begin” said Calitre. Campus police do not have a set date as to when the radar will be in effect; it all depends upon the completion of the educational and awareness stages.

Speeding one to 15 mph over the speed limit will result in a $37 ticket. 16 to 20 mph over the speed limit is an $87 ticket. For every 5 mph above 20 mph above the limit, add $10 on top of the $87 ticket.

Points will also be added to the motorist’s license, two for every offense when a driver is 1-14 mph over the speed limit. 15 to 29 mph over the speed limit results in four points and over 29 mph adds five points on the license.

This attempt to make campus safer is costing MSU $2000 for one unit of radar. “I think it’s a good thing. I like the fact that campus police are not keeping the radar a secret from us. Hopefully it will make it a little safer for me when I’m walking to my car” said Aimee Hoefling, a student.

Calitre anticipates that the number of accidents will decrease with the use of the radar. “I have no idea when the initial enforcement will begin” said Calitre. Campus police do not have a set date as to when the radar will be in effect; it all depends upon the completion of the educational and awareness stages.

Theodore Kaczynski pleaded guilty last Thursday to being the Unabomber, accepting life behind bars for a deadly series of bomb attacks under a plea bargain that spared him from the death penalty. With his gentle assent, the 55-year-old former math professor ended his trial before it had even begun and effectively closed the book on one of the most notorious serial murdering sprees in U.S. history.

“How do you plead?” Judge Garland Burrell asked Kaczynski after the court had been read a bloody laundry list of the Unabomber’s 16 attacks. “Guilty, your honor,” Kaczynski replied after a brief pause. Burrell then set official sentencing for May 15. Under a last-minute deal brokered before opening statements were due to begin, Kaczynski admitted to 13 separate counts stemming from two deadly bomb attacks in Sacramento and one in New Jersey.

He also waived all right for future appeal, and the right to make any money by writing or selling his story. “In return, the government agrees to withdraw its notice of intent to seek the death penalty,” lead prosecutor Robert Cleary said.

Legal observers said the bargain showed both sides making the best of an increasingly bad situation as Kaczynski, believed by his own lawyers to be a paranoid schizophrenic, attempted to seize control of the case. “This was a gain for justice, but a loss for the media,” said Professor Greg Rustigan, a criminologist at San Francisco State University who has studied the Unabomber case.

“They would never have gotten the death penalty (for Kaczynski), but it would have been quite a show,” added Rustigan.

Beginning with his first attack in 1978, the Unabomber’s 17-year bombing war on p. 6
April Fools? We think not.
Get **HYMNOTIZED** with C.L.U.B.

Tom DeLuca
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CLUB is a Class I Org. of the SGA

---

**DECEJI GAME:**

$10!

(with Montclair State University I.D.)

Friday, April 3

Game starts at 7:30 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED!

Call x5232 for tickets!
Alumni Phonathon raises nearly 100 grand

Volunteers nearly double last years donations through persistent telephone calls to alumni

By Liz Voltman
Contributing Writer

The Alumni Phonathon recently raised $90,825 in pledges for Montclair State University. This total almost doubles the amount raised through last year’s Alumni Phonathon.

“The record-breaking total of this phonathon is a direct result of alumni’s positive response to students and organizations. Students callers, with their dynamic sense of energy and enthusiasm, did a wonderful job and they are to be congratulated. It was also encouraging to see so many faculty, staff, and alumni of Montclair State helping to raise this crucial private support for the university,” said Gregory Waters, Interim President.

Coordinated by the Annual Fund and Alumni Relations, the Alumni Phonathon raises funding for scholarships, programming, faculty/student research grants and the Alumni Association. With the government providing less than 60% of the university’s operating funds, the support is critical.

People from many facets of the university made calls from the Continuing Education House during the 12 evenings of phonathon and many remarked on how much they enjoyed this experience.

Dr. Ralph Fordyce, Dean of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, said, “one of the things that struck me as I made calls was the sincere interest so many of the people showed for Montclair. This even included husbands of women who were graduates who wanted to tell me what a great place they thought Montclair State was before they’d let me speak with their wives!” Fordyce came in support of the Student Council for the College of Humanities and Social Sciences.

A total of sixteen student organizations participated in the Alumni Phonathon. The three groups that secured the most pledges were Alpha Iota Chi, the Marketing Association, and NAACP, each which respectively received a $200, $100, and $50 prize. Organization members also raised money for their groups and other callers received University Bookstore Gift Certificates as thanks for their participation. A few students chose to volunteer their time.

“It was great to volunteer for the Alumni Phonathon being that I have benefited from these funds in the past. I received three scholarships during my time at MSU and wanted to help make sure that others who rely on these funds have them as well,” said Khadijah McFadden, an MSU junior.

The following organizations also deserve to be recognized for their participation in the Alumni Phonathon: Alpha Kappa Psi, Alpha Omega, Asian Unity, Caribso, Human Resource and Leadership Development, Lambda Tau Omega, Lambda Theta Alpha, the Marketing Association, OSAU, Phi Chi Beta, Senate, Sigma Delta Phi, and Tri Sigma.

Beyond MSU: Guilty plea heard

By Liz Voltman
Contributing Writer


He threatened to blow up airplanes, and even placed bomb on one flight in 1979, forcing the plane to make an emergency landing when a fire broke out in the cargo hold. He also sought a podium from which to espouse his anti-technology views, forcing his 35,000 page “Manifesto” onto the pages of The New York Times and the Washington Post in a writing style recognized by the Kaczynski family, who led the FBI to Theodore Kaczynski’s Montana cabin on April 3, 1996.

Jury selection began for his trial in November and opening arguments were originally set to begin on Jan.5. Instead, Kaczynski began a series of surprise moves and the Washington Post in a writing style recognized by the Kaczynski family, who

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

The Los Angeles Unified School District is offering Outstanding employment opportunities for math, science, elementary, and special education teachers.

- Entry-Level salaries: $31,304 to $54,580.
- No Salary Rating-in Limitations.
- Bilingual Differentials up to $5,000 per year.
- Excellent benefits package.

Interviews:
April 23, 1998
New York City

Recruiters will be in New York City to interview Candidates who have completed a state teacher Certification program, including student teaching.

To arrange an interview, please contact Carol Weiner at (213) 625-6923, between 11:30-7 p.m.
Deadline for Registration: April 10, 1998
3/18/98

THEFT

Female reports she left her wallet in a classroom in Dickson Hall. Later another female found her drivers license and other documents belonging to the victim in a restroom in Dickson Hall. Money was not recovered. Victim was contacted.

MEDICAL

Female Bohn Hall resident fainted in the 2nd floor rest room in the Student Center, cutting the bridge of her nose as she fell. Victim was transported by ambulance to Community Hospital.

3/19/98

MEDICAL

Officers respond to the first floor men’s room in Partridge Hall on a report of a male lying on the floor. Upon arrival he was conscious and alert. Male claimed he was drinking in a dorm earlier. Victim was transported to headquarters. A friend was contacted to drive him home.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Officer responds to Panzer gym and reports graffiti written on the stairwell near gym 3.

3/20/98

MEDICAL

See REPORT on p. 8

North Jersey Federal Credit Union

Looking to establish or restore your credit? We have the answer!

A Share-Secured VISA credit card from North Jersey Federal Credit Union is the most effective and easiest way to establish or restore a good credit rating. All you need to do is maintain a minimum balance of $550 in your Share account and you are eligible for a $500 line of credit on your NJFCU VISA Card: It’s that easy!

Our secured credit card is a great way for college students and young adults to establish credit. With good credit, you can quickly pave the way toward future financial independence. Additionally, our Secured VISA credit card could allow you to repair a poor credit history without paying outlandish interest rates.

Our VISA credit card rate is 11.9% APR for both secured and unsecured!

Whether you want to establish or repair your credit history, come to North Jersey FCU and apply for a Secured VISA credit card today!

Apply today and see results tomorrow!

North Jersey Federal Credit Union
530 Route 46 East, P.O. Box 379
Totowa, NJ 07511-0379
Phone (973)785-9200 • Fax (973)785-3836 or 3264
Web Address: www.njfcu.org
E-Mail: info@njfcu.edu

For the resident who doesn’t own a computer, not having a lab in your dorm is a big inconvenience.

- Kenneth Wolfe, Stone Hall resident

Rachael Fisher, who feels that these smaller halls should not be neglected any longer.

The director of Webster Hall, Cheryl Swiderski, said, “the odds of getting a lab in the dorm is very unlikely for two main reasons—the lack of space and the issue of wiring.”

She said that while there is room in the hall’s recreation room and lounges, the dormitories are still very small.
**Police Report**

**REPORT, cont. from p. 7**

Male Freeman Hall resident reports intense pain in his jaw. Victim has a tooth filled a week ago and has been experiencing increasing pain. Montclair Ambulance responded. Victim was referred to a dentist.

*3/22/98*

**MEDICAL**

Female Webster Hall resident slipped and fell on ice while walking in front of the dorm. Victim struck her head and back. Victim was transported by ambulance to Mountainside Hospital.

**ASSAULT**

Officer stationed at the information booth on College Avenue, reports a motorist drove down College Avenue, a one way street, in the wrong direction, and deliberately attempted to run him over. The officer dove out of the way to avoid being struck.

*3/23/98*

**ARREST CDS**

Officers respond to SC15 Blanton hall on a report of the smell of marijuana. Resident David Augello, of White House Station, and his guest Richard Drust of Cheshire, Conn. were arrested and charged with being under the influence of CDS. A bong and other drug paraphernalia were seized. Augello was also charged with possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of CDS. A court date is scheduled for 4/15/98 in Little Falls Municipal Court.

**3/24/98**

**ARREST ON WARRANT**

A Bohn Hall resident, Shante Davion of Perth Amboy, was arrested in lot 5 while making a delivery for the Central Duplicating Office. An arrest warrant was issued in West Orange for attempted theft. Suspect was turned over to the custody of West Orange Police.

**HAZARDOUS CONDITION**

Female walking on the east side of Freeman Hall was struck by a large amount of dirty water. Responding officer determines water came from the roof of Freeman Hall. Collecting snow melt caused an overflow. Maintenance was contacted.

**3/25/98**

**MEDICAL**

Female reports she fell while walking between the library and College Hall on 3/16/98 and broke a bone in her foot.

**3/26/98**

**HARASSMENT**

Male Bohn Hall resident reports receiving a threatening message on his phone answering machine.

---

**Sigma Delta Pi**

Sigma Delta Pi, the Spanish Honor Society will hold its initiation ceremony on Wednesday, April 1st in Dickson 178 at 7 p.m. Dr. George Bernstein from the Department of Educational Foundations will give a short talk on “Aspects of Life among Ladino Communities in the Eastern Mediterranean.” A performance will be given by the Sephardic music ensemble, “Cara de luna” to honor the Jewish contribution toward Spanish culture. Refreshments will be served.

---

**Loop Lounge**

**WEDNESDAYS**

- EVERY THURSDAY •
- FREE LIVE SHOWS & $2.00 IMPORT PINTS

THURSDAY, MAR. 26
11 PM START
Slick Peit
Hollywood Joe

THURSDAY, APRIL 2
11 PM START
The Fall
Bush Tetras (from NYC)

THURSDAY, APRIL 9
11 PM START
"Special Show!"

DEMONSPEED
FRIDAY, APRIL 10

- FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS • FREE ADMISSION •
$1.00 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till Midnight
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix

OPEN WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY UNTIL 3 AM

“Only 10 Minutes From School!”

Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light, make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on right.

323 Broadway, Passaic Park, NJ 973-365-0807

Check us out on the web!

www.looplounge.com
Roz Abrams looks for and finds excellence at MSU

ABC News Anchor inspires full house MSU audience Thursday, March 19

By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor

“To whom much is given, much is expected.”

These were the words of Roz Abrams, news anchor for Channel 7 Eyewitness News, in her speech given to a crowd of 250 in the Student Center Ballroom on Thursday, March 19.

Expecting a speech about her career and why she has been successful, Abrams turned the attentions away from herself and put the emphasis on those in attendance.

“I expect great things from you,” said Abrams, pointing to different members of the crowd.

Her finger roamed and it found someone who achieves a greatness by simply getting out of the bed in the morning. The woman whom Abrams had pointed to stood up in front of the crowd and told of her struggles after she had been in a coma for a little over six months. When the woman finished speaking, Abrams led the crowd in an ovation lasting over a minute. As the cheers died down, Abrams began to speak to the crowd of the ways to become a whole person.

“As much time as you spend working in your field of study,” remarked Abrams, “you should spend even more on learning who you really are.”

Abrams continued to surprise the audience when she said that she wanted everyone in the crowd to go up to the microphone to tell her what was it in life that he or she loved. Those that went up to the mike told of things that they loved in life, stemming from loving the fact that they are graduating in a month to the love one feels for their family. Abrams made everyone explain their love in detail instead of simple one word answers. She told one girl to call her at work after the student looked at an object in nature for two hours using all of her senses.

The last person to speak was a young man named Dragon Tubonjic. Dragon told of his love for himself and the pride he takes in his 3.7 GPA. Dragon received a laugh from the crowd when he mentioned that sometimes he loved himself too much.

After Dragon ended, Abrams announced that she had to get back to the station to do the 5 o’clock news. In closing she told the audience that they she had come to Montclair that day feeling a little down due to the weather, but left with happiness in her heart after meeting the students of Montclair State University.

“If this is the future,” said Abrams, “the future is in good hands.”

Abrams has gone above and beyond what is expected and has inspired us to do the same.

LGB Safe Place program provides sense of safety

By Christine Quigley
Staff Writer

You may have noticed a logo around campus with two upside down triangles, one black and one fushia and the words “LGB SAFE PLACE” encircled by a green ring on the doors of some faculty, staff, administrators, and resident assistants at MSU. The eye catching symbol represents the Safe Place Program which was introduced by Professor Sally McWilliams and Dr. Elaine Fine, on Oct. 9, 1997, at MSU’s National Coming Out Day.

This symbol may mean little to someone just passing by; yet to gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people, it symbolizes a safe retreat where they can relax, talk, and be themselves.

Behind the doors on which this symbol is displayed, is a safe, pressure-free, confidential environment. Students and faculty can discuss anything from the weather to crucial life matters, with trained volunteers.

“Our hope is that the Safe Place Program will create a positive environment for the well-being of all students, and specifically for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students,” said McWilliams, the co-chair for the Safe Place Program.

According to McWilliams, these volunteers offer a non-judgmental, supportive ear. Everything that they hear is completely confidential, unless it is revealed that students are inflicting violence on themselves, others, or are victims of violence.

McWilliams stressed that the program is not only for troubled students, everyone is welcome. Also, the program is completely voluntary, meaning that no one is forced to participate.

“Our mission is to create a visibly welcoming environment for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students and employees,” said McWilliams.

The program is also being used to educate the campus about harassment which has recently come to light due to homophobic behavior. The program attempts to inform the campus of the needs of gay, lesbian, and transgender people to be accepted and supported.

See SAFE PLACE on p.10
Feature

Non-judgemental, trustworthy support in LGB Safe Places

SAFE PLACE, cont. from p. 9

All of the volunteers attend information sessions in which they learn certain skills such as active listening. Active listening is the process of being an attentive non-judgmental listener that allows the other person to guide the conversation.

“The response from students so far is that seeing the decals lets them know that they are accepted,” said McWilliams. “I think that the Safe Place Program is a good way to feel comfortable about coming out, and it is a safe way, because you know that you have a support system,” said MSU student, Michelle DiFillipis, 23, who came out six years ago.

Other views that have surfaced include philosophical resistance, and the idea that this program favors gay, lesbian, and bisexual students over heterosexual students. The Safe Place Program was adapted from similar programs at colleges and universities throughout the country. These types of programs have been, and are being made available to high school students across the country, including Montclair High School.

The symbol which represents the Safe Place Program borrows its components from other sources. The pink triangle was once used by the Nazis to label gay men, and the black triangle was used to label lesbians. They are now symbolic of pride and self-esteem. The green circle, opposite of the common red circle with a slash, represents the support of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people.

The program is sponsored by the Gay and Lesbian Faculty and Staff Association, and the Campus Life Division of the Office of the Dean of Students.

There will be follow up information sessions and education workshops for Safe Place volunteers. Also, surveys will be given to keep up with how successful the program has or has not been.

For more information, please contact Professor Sally McWilliams at extension 5153, or Dr. Elaine Fine at extension 7361.

Think spring!

Get your spring gear out! Temperatures are rising! Meteorologists predict a jump to 70 degrees by Friday, quite a change from the two inches of snow that fell on the Montclair area last Sunday.

“Is your house making you sick?”

By Elisabeth Carrozza and Renee Apuna

Staff Writers

Sniffing, sneezing, coughing, running nose, watery eyes...been feeling like a cold is coming on, but you can’t seem to shake the symptoms? Have an explained rash or feel dizzy often? Asthma been acting up a lot lately? Maybe your own room is making you sick.

Indoor pollution can be caused by bacteria, viruses, fungi, pollen, dust mites and other insects, animal dander (tiny scales from hair, feathers or skin) and molds. These tiny and often invisible culprits all float in the air we breathe, and are impossible to fully eliminate from our homes. There are, however, a number of ways you can reduce the amount of biological pollutants in your living space.

How’d they get in there anyway?

Bacteria, fungi and molds find nourishment and can flourish in improperly maintained air ducts, air conditioners, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, air-cleaning filters, carpets and in improperly ventilated places where moisture is likely to collect, such as bathrooms, kitchens, laundry rooms and basements.

Viruses can be carried indoors by people, while plants, pets and insects are potential sources of pollen, dander, and other allergens. Dust mites and other insects can thrive in sofas, stuffed chairs, carpets and bedding.

What you can do about them:

Give extra-special attention to moisture control. Moisture can invade your living space through many sources, including leaks and seepage and even through some appliances, like your window-mounted air conditioner.

Keep air-conditioner filters clean and replace them regularly, preferably cleaning once every two weeks and replacing the filter every year.

At the office (or dorm...) talk to the building manager about the maintenance of the ventilation system. Urge that filters be kept clean while in operation, and encourage regular exchange of air throughout the building.

If you use a home humidifier, make sure that it is maintained and cleaned often and properly. They are excellent breeding grounds for biological agents.

Adding fresh air can lower the particle content of indoor air, so open up those windows once in a while! You need to air out your home regularly...good ventilation is important in preventing the buildup of biological particles.

Controlling dust is very important for people who are allergic to animal dander and mites...get out the old dustrag!

Wash bedding in hot water (at least 130 degrees F) at least every 7 to 10 days to kill dust mites. Use synthetic bedding instead of wool blankets or feather-stuffed pillows and comforters, which do not stand up to washing.

Overall, a healthy dose of common sense is the best way to control the spread and multiplication of household air pollutants. Regular and thorough cleaning of places where irritants are likely to grow will keep them at a minimum. Although you will never be able to get rid of pollutants totally, you can inhibit their growth.

Eco-Tips are sponsored by the MSU Conservation Club, a class two SGA organization.

Everyone is invited to general meetings every Thursday at 4:00 in **note change!** The Commuter Lounge** of the Student Center.

In addition, any organization or individual can join the Earth Day Planning Committee—come on down to Cafeteria C any Wednesday at 4:00.

Eco-Tips are sponsored by the MSU Conservation Club, a class two SGA organization.

Everyone is invited to general meetings every Thursday at 4:00 in the Commuter Lounge** of the Student Center.

In addition, any organization or individual can join the Earth Day Planning Committee—come on down to Cafeteria C any Wednesday at 4:00.
By Charlene Haug
Staff Writer

There is excitement and energy in the air when printmaking students at MSU are busy swapping ideas on technique, rolling prints off the etching press, or forming elaborate, fine art books. Presiding over the activity is Professor Catherine Bebout (pronounced bee-bow), one of two printmaking teachers in the Fine Arts Department. Bebout began teaching at MSU in the fall 1996 semester. Her creative energy helped to revitalize the printmaking department. She encourages her students to think about content as well as composition in their work; it’s an approach she herself follows. In a personal interview she talked about her work, her philosophy, and her influences.

Professor Bebout is a sculptor and a printmaker. What her works of art have in common is that they are thought provoking, and that she imbues them with a sense of presence; this work has strength and character.

Bebout says her “earlier work dealt with nature and animal themes. Being on a farm in upstate New York, I was influenced by the animals and the environment. I used to like to sketch from my personal surroundings.” In addition, she notes, “My influence has always been African or Egyptian art, or, I should say art that is more primitive in nature.”

“Journey” from 1990, is a carved wooden set for a stage production called, “Waiting and Listening” from 1991. “This was a great project. It was at the Cornell Dance Theater. I worked with a choreographer. It was a collaboration piece between myself and another artist, Kumi Korf. We did the set design, which incorporated the backdrop and sculptures. We even designed the costumes. We worked very closely with the choreographer and the musicians, the lighting people, with the composer. It was a great collaboration experience.”

On one of the “totems” you see a bird nest on top with an egg. One has a banana-like form on top. It was a William Agee piece about his observations about nature, being subjugated in nature. “The choreographer saw my totems and she could picture the dancers dancing around and through ... she wanted this movable set ... they could pick up these and move them around.”

The artist’s most recent work probes our mortality, an artistic search that is rooted in Bebout’s life experiences. “A lot of my work is about death and dying, as a process.” When asked what her influences are in this area, she says, “I think it’s more personal reflections. Being immersed in a natural environment, you seem to be more aware of processes. I think it has to do with cycles and death being a part of that cycle. Maybe there’s a fear of death. Along with that is a fascination with the cycles of life and that things are on going. It’s very spiritual, I think.”

The “Broken Hand” series was started in 1996 after Bebout broke her finger. She says that as an artist, “when you break your hand — I broke a finger — it made me even more aware of myself. It’s strongly tied to my identity.”

This series is rich with nuances of color and layered imagery. Overlapping leaf and fern forms fade into one another, like leaves in a pond in the autumn. Number one in the series is predominantly green with areas of yellow, brown, and blue-green. The central portion of the image is a window shape within which we see the horizontal x-ray of the artist’s hand. Just beneath that, placed vertically, is the silhouette of her hand, without the x-ray bone structure. The connection of these two images reminds us of our mortality and the fragile nature of our bodies.

As both a sculptor and a printmaker, form and spatial relationships are at play in the work. Many of Bebout’s prints utilize layered imagery with “windows” into the earlier layers. The viewer experiences the push and pull of multiple colors and forms against these relatively quieter spaces. “I like the fact that they create this visual whole. It alters the perspective in that your eye comes in through the space or it can make a flat surface advance. I’m using it for spatial purposes. I like the fact that you can zoom into an area. When I work two-dimensionally I like to really play with your imagination as far as perspective goes.”

Bebout is currently working on prints that have simplified, line drawn figures used in Chinese medicine. “Counterpoint & Balance” from 1997, has a light silver interior space with a deep eggplant-colored border. In the upper right corner is a dead
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Putting them together and making connec­tions» it gives the work more of a she likes “finding disparate parts and

“...it gives the work more of a tension.”

Bebout added, “In Asian philo­sophy they believe in balance. There’s a whole art to arranging the space so that you have this complete harmony with nature. It’s being in har­mony with all living things.” This philo­sophy is evident in the beautiful combinations of shapes and colors that form the compositions of Bebout’s work.

**Partition, Exile, and Memory:**
A Literary Exploration of 50 Years of Indian and Pakistani Independence

Featuring the noted poets and novelists:

- Agha Shahid Ali
- Susham Bedi
- Amitava Kumar
- Tahira Naqvi
- Bapsi Sidhwa
- Vijay Seshadri

at Montclair State University

Followed by South Asian music and dance performances. Subcontinental-style refreshments will be served.

By Rosanna DeRobertis

**Pulsefinder.com gives students a voice on new interactive website**

**By Rosanna DeRobertis**

Staff Writer

There’s a new Web site in town, or shall I say, on the information highway? This is not your typical type of site where you are the information gatherer and the only communication is through e-mail. Pulsefinder is an interactive polling network that provides college students the luxury to vote on line about current issues such as the Clinton crisis the Oscar winners, etc. According to the site its primary purpose is “to pro­vide up-to-minute results and polls that go beyond the basic questions college students are often asked” Everyone is encouraged to voice their opinions and are also rewarded with prizes each time they vote.

Here’s how it works! Like any other site where participation is involved, one must first fill out a registration form in order to place their vote, no big deal. Once registered, you can begin to place your vote on the list of questions that are pro­vided. There are fifteen questions posted and you can choose to vote for only one or for all fifteen. Questions are left for a period of time and the results of each ques­tion change constantly. Each time a vote is placed however, your password (in essence your e-mail address) must be en­tered. This may seem a bit tedious, but it only takes half a second. Once a vote has been submitted, you get automatically entered in the monthly drawing to win prizes. Yep it’s that simple! The hassle of having to register to win a prize is obso­lete at Pulsefinder.com. What’s even bet­ter is the fact of having many opportuni­ties to win a prize since each vote counts as a distinct drawing. There is one flaw however, and that is that you can only vote and be entered in the drawing once for each question. Therefore if there are only twenty or so questions in total per month, you have twenty opportunities to win, as­suming you have participated in every single question. Prizes range from prod­ucts, to money, to free calling cards. To view what products are offered as prizes, simply click on their logo and the prizes are displayed.

The following are a few of the most recent questions polled as of March 22, 1998:

**Should college athletes be tested for drug use?**

Yes: 80%
No: 17%
Don’t Know: 3%

**Do you approve/disapprove of the way President Clinton is doing his Job?**

Approve: 61%
Disapprove: 29%
Don’t Know: 9%

**Oscars- Which do you feel should win Best Film?**

Titanic: 58%
Good Will Hunting: 25%
Which of the following beers do you drink most often? (Top five)

1. Bud Lite
2. Budweiser
3. Miller Lite
4. Rolling Rock
5. Corona Extra

**Which of these new movies have you seen?**

Titanic: 73%
Good Will Hunting: 51%
As Good As It Gets: 33%
The Wedding Singer: 31%
Great Expectations: 23%
Again, the results change from day to day and from minute to minute, there­fore if you want to be a part of that per­centage score do not hesitate to enter in your vote. This site is worth looking into, after all, it is the only site (so far) that pro­vides rewards for something that is essen­tial to the American individual: the voicing of opinions!
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By Andrea M. Rouse
Staff Writer

Once again, Associate Dean E. Harris, Dean Helen Matusow-Ayres, Winifred Quinn, Alicia Herms-Weaver and student leaders successfully volunteered their services in order to make the annual “Montclair State University All Together Different Multicultural Diversity Initiative” a memorable one.

This year the Multicultural Retreat was held on March 20-22 at the Happiness Is Camping Outdoor Center in Blairstown, New Jersey. The purpose of the Multicultural All Together Different program is to build understanding and increase communication among members of the university community. Training opportunities are provided where both students and faculty staff are trained as workshop facilitators and trainers for future student leadership programs. This program is structured so that campus personnel can initiate and maintain on-going programs and activities through a collaborative process. Interested staff and faculty members participated in a one-day training program on May 6,1997 that prepared them to facilitate this weekend student leadership retreat.

Harris expressed his feeling about the retreat by stating, “the program was very educational and provided an excellent opportunity for students and staff to become aware of their uniqueness while emphasizing our common experience, aspirations, values and customs. I was delighted that a diverse group of student leaders gave up their weekend to promote multicultural and diversity initiatives at the university.”

A member of Lambda Tau Omega Sorority Inc.verbally shared her feelings by stating, “I thought the program was excellent. It helped me learn a lot about my own feelings as my fellow students, and it gave me hope towards the desegregation of the campus community.”

Another participant, John Griffin, said, “I think the retreat is an excellent opportunity for students. It provided me with the chance to learn more about other cultures as well as my own. This retreat was only the first step towards bringing multicultural diversity and complete understanding about others to the campus community.”

Student leaders attend diversity retreat

By Jennifer Walkup and Heather Langan
Staff Writers

Dinner and a Movie
Dinner and a movie is the classic night out for both couples and friends. But lately, it just seems too expensive, doesn’t it? Well, we can send you and one other person out to eat and to see a movie for only $19.99! How, well, it’s not magic, it’s just a special deal run by the folks at Pizzeria Uno and Sony Theaters. (And they’re right next door to each other!) You have to visit Pizzeria Uno, eat in, (not takeout allowed for this deal). For only $19.99, they’ll give you a regular sized pizza (equivalent to almost any medium anywhere), a large side salad, and two tickets to a Sony movie! Pizzeria Uno has great atmosphere, friendly service, and the food is divine! (Who doesn’t love pizza, anyway?) There’s also a bar for those of you who are over 21, but we can’t promise your drinks will be as cheap! You’ll be in and out of there quickly, but make sure to plan it well with the movie showings. If you get there 30-45 minutes before the movie starts, you should have no problems making both in perfect time!

Directions to Pizzeria Uno and Sony Theaters from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make a left. Follow down to Valley road, make a left. Get on 46 west, follow that to the Willowbrook mall exit. Follow signs for 23 South. Pizzeria Uno and Sony theaters will be on your right. Pizzeria Uno- 256-0700 Sony Theaters- 960-0505 (approx. Ten minutes from campus.)

Comedy Central
This is a night for those of you who want to laugh without raveling far or spending a ton of money. Rascal’s Comedy Club in West Orange is a place of great fun, and lots of laughs. Rascal’s prices differ depending on who their comedians are, so you’ll have to call ahead, to find out the specifics. Rascal’s features a lot of well-known comedians as well as newcomers and small time comics. Rascal’s is a large club, with a large bar and great atmosphere, friendly service, and the food is divine! (Who doesn’t love pizza, anyway?) There’s also a bar for those of you who are over 21, but we can’t promise your drinks will be as cheap! You’ll be in and out of there quickly, but make sure to plan it well with the movie showings. If you get there 30-45 minutes before the movie starts, you should have no problems making both in perfect time!

Directions to Rascals from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make a left, make a right onto Valley and look on your right, there it is! (Approx. five minutes from campus.)

Right around the corner-
This is just a little reminder of a great restaurant and bar that is almost on our campus, and hopefully an eye-opener for those of you who haven’t been to Alexis Steak House yet. Alexis has a relaxed atmosphere, great food and drinks at good college prices. So if you have a little money for a dinner out, and are sick of the campus food, or if you’re just in the mood to kick back and relax, visit Alexis tonight!

Directions to Alexis from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make left, make a right onto Valley and look on your right, there it is! (Approx. five minutes from campus)

Hot Spots

By Jennifer Walkup and Heather Langan
Style Writers

Dinner and a Movie
Dinner and a movie is the classic night out for both couples and friends. But lately, it just seems too expensive, doesn’t it? Well, we can send you and one other person out to eat and to see a movie for only $19.99! How, well, it’s not magic, it’s just a special deal run by the folks at Pizzeria Uno and Sony Theaters. (And they’re right next door to each other!) You have to visit Pizzeria Uno, eat in, (not takeout allowed for this deal). For only $19.99, they’ll give you a regular sized pizza (equivalent to almost any medium anywhere), a large side salad, and two tickets to a Sony movie! Pizzeria Uno has great atmosphere, friendly service, and the food is divine! (Who doesn’t love pizza, anyway?) There’s also a bar for those of you who are over 21, but we can’t promise your drinks will be as cheap! You’ll be in and out of there quickly, but make sure to plan it well with the movie showings. If you get there 30-45 minutes before the movie starts, you should have no problems making both in perfect time!

Directions to Pizzeria Uno and Sony Theaters from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make a left. Follow down to Valley road, make a left. Get on 46 west, follow that to the Willowbrook mall exit. Follow signs for 23 South. Pizzeria Uno and Sony theaters will be on your right. Pizzeria Uno- 256-0700 Sony Theaters- 960-0505 (approx. Ten minutes from campus.)

Comedy Central
This is a night for those of you who want to laugh without raveling far or spending a ton of money. Rascal’s Comedy Club in West Orange is a place of great fun, and lots of laughs. Rascal’s prices differ depending on who their comedians are, so you’ll have to call ahead, to find out the specifics. Rascal’s features a lot of well-known comedians as well as newcomers and small time comics. Rascal’s is a large club, with a large bar and great atmosphere, friendly service, and the food is divine! (Who doesn’t love pizza, anyway?) There’s also a bar for those of you who are over 21, but we can’t promise your drinks will be as cheap! You’ll be in and out of there quickly, but make sure to plan it well with the movie showings. If you get there 30-45 minutes before the movie starts, you should have no problems making both in perfect time!

Directions to Rascals from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make a left, make a right onto Valley and look on your right, there it is! (Approx. five minutes from campus.)

Right around the corner-
This is just a little reminder of a great restaurant and bar that is almost on our campus, and hopefully an eye-opener for those of you who haven’t been to Alexis Steak House yet. Alexis has a relaxed atmosphere, great food and drinks at good college prices. So if you have a little money for a dinner out, and are sick of the campus food, or if you’re just in the mood to kick back and relax, visit Alexis tonight!

Directions to Alexis from campus:
Exit from Normal Ave. Exit, make left, make a right onto Valley and look on your right, there it is! (Approx. five minutes from campus)
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By Andrea M. Rouse
Staff Writer

Once again, Associate Dean E. Harris, Dean Helen Matusow-Ayres, Winifred Quinn, Alicia Herms-Weaver and student leaders successfully volunteered their services in order to make the annual “Montclair State University All Together Different Multicultural Diversity Initiative” a memorable one.

This year the Multicultural Retreat was held on March 20-22 at the Happiness Is Camping Outdoor Center in Blairstown, New Jersey. The purpose of the Multicultural All Together Different program is to build understanding and increase communication among members of the university community. Training opportunities are provided where both students and faculty staff are trained as workshop facilitators and trainers for future student leadership programs. This program is structured so that campus personnel can initiate and maintain on-going programs and activities through a collaborative process. Interested staff and faculty members participated in a one-day training program on May 6,1997 that prepared them to facilitate this weekend student leadership retreat.

Harris expressed his feeling about the retreat by stating, “the program was very educational and provided an excellent opportunity for students and staff to become aware of their uniqueness while emphasizing our common experience, aspirations, values and customs. I was delighted that a diverse group of student leaders gave up their weekend to promote multicultural and diversity initiatives at the university.”

A member of Lambda Tau Omega Sorority Inc. shared her feelings by stating, “I thought the program was excellent. It helped me learn a lot about myself as well as my fellow students, and it gave me hope towards the desegregation of the campus community.”

Another participant, John Griffin, said, “I think the retreat is an excellent opportunity for students. It provided me with the chance to learn more about other cultures as well as my own. This retreat was only the first step towards bringing multicultural diversity and complete understanding about others to the campus community.”

This weekend would not have been possible without the attendance and support of Dean Harris, Dean Matusow-Ayres, Alicia Herms-Weaver, a representative of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc., the ladies of Lambda Tau Omega Sorority Inc., Hassan Manning of Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity Inc., Ricardo Lora of Lambda Sigma Upsilon Latino Fraternity Inc., Jamie Ruffilo of Sigma Delta Tau Sorority Inc., Jameel Matthews of Groove Phi Groove Social Fellowship Inc., Veronica Arparisi, Michael Wekes, Anke Braun of ISO as well as Lauren Jacoby, John Griffin of the SGA and members of various other organizations.

The All Together training program brought participants through the steps of a multicultural growth process through a well-balanced set of lectures, recitations, and experiential exercises. The experiential exercises gave participants the opportunity to gain insight into themselves and others. Here are a few goals that the student leaders promised to initiate on the campus:

1. Challenge other’s minds and beliefs.
2. Look into organizations outside of one’s own culture/group.
3. Title events (or promotions) in the best way to be heard - so it is open to all.
4. Offer oneself to help others, invite people to participate in other organizations’ activities.
5. Be willing to participate in one conversation a week with someone of a different culture.
6. Do not encourage labeling.
7. Be more open minded.
On March 23, 1998, Hip-hop heads from all over walked into the Memorial Auditorium for some live music and fun. The Montclair State University felt the presence of entertainment. Hip-hop music was a popular choice among the students, and the event was a hit. The audience remained loud and respectful throughout the concert. Jay-Z and the Roc-A-Fella Allstars were off the hook with their latest tunes for the crowd. The audience remained enthusiastic, and no beefs broke out. The concert ended with peace and love from Jay-Z, who ended the show giving peace and love to the crowd and the people that made it all possible.

The security was tight but the crowd was not hounded by the police, instead security as well as chaperoning was handled by the students here at Montclair. The “Step Into A New Millennium” step show kicked everything off. Fraternities and Sororities came from all over to compete in a stepping competition. They definitely worked hard; the brothers of Phi Beta Sigma took the prize.

Once the competition was done the crowd waited anxiously for Jay-Z to walk up on stage, but not yet. The crowd became restless and bored by an amateur hip-hop group that did nothing but disrespect the women in the audience from the minute that they were on stage. The crowd did remain chill and no beefs broke out, but the annoyance was building up.

Then we heard the word that Jay-Z just arrived. As soon as we heard the words, “Are y'all ready for Jay-Z?” the crowd cheered. They said it again and the crowd got off the hook. Jay-Z was back stage getting ready to come out and tear it up. Along with a bulldog to his left and his partner, Diamond Dash to his right, Jay walked on the stage, and the crowd went crazy. He did a few cuts from his album and then allowed the Roc-A-Fella Allstars to do some hits. Akynele did two of his tracks and got the crowd jumping. Noriega came out wearing a T-shirt around his head boasting the words “WHAT THE FUCK?” Then he did some of his hits and ripped it. Sauce Money along with Jay-Z did their track entitled “Face-Off,” and they tore it up! Other heads came out and represented doing their cuts.

The entire concert lasted about an hour and some minutes but it was well worth the almost two hour wait. Jay-Z did some more of his cuts off of his album, which were hot. The crowd was loving it all and they were giving mad props to Jay-Z and the Roc-A-Fella Allstars. The audience remained loud and soared through the entire show. Jay-Z ended the concert giving peace and love to the crowd and the people that made it all possible. Madd props to Chass 1 Concerts and the lovely ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. for putting one of the phattest concerts Montclair has seen all year together.

**Jeannine Schroeder shows her talent at Gallery 3-1/2**

By Victoria Tengelies

Art Editor

This month Gallery 3-1/2 is featuring prints by Jeannine Schroeder, an MSU senior whose work delves into her own personal reflections on life. Through her work viewers can relate to and share in the issues that surround all college students. The pieces are reflections on her relationships with her friends and family as well as the things that she has had to deal with and how they have changed her. Her works also deal with issues that women in today’s society face, which is fitting since March is Women’s History month.

Jeannine is a dual major; she is majoring in printmaking and art history with a minor in women’s studies. Not only does she carry a heavy workload due to her studies, she is also the Co-Director of Gallery 3-1/2, a position she values. She got involved with Gallery 3-1/2 because she “thought it was a neat concept. I think as art students it was crazy that we didn’t have a space available to us to show. For me it was a really good experience because it’s about learning about what goes into planning a show...I think for the students it’s an important outlet for them to have the experience.”

Although Jeannine is a very busy person she finds time to work on her own pieces even if it means being in Calica until all hours of the night. She has always had an avid interest in art and has grown up surrounded by it since her father is also an artist. Jeannine works in many mediums but printmaking is her main love: “I do a lot of painting also but primarily the printing, it is a large enough scope. I’m dealing with etching, silkscreens, monoprints, the whole range so it keeps me busy.”

Jeannine explained her favorite aspect of art: “There is a total freedom, I think, with it unlike anything else. It’s about self-expression and that’s really unlike any other subject. It’s not like there’s a right or a wrong answer; it’s your own take on it, your own interpretation. You can express it however you want to and it can never be wrong.”

Her influences vary a little as she describes: “I think I would draw from a lot of the women printmakers right now. There’s a woman who does a lot of print and multimedia stuff, Kiki Smith, she deals with a lot of women’s issues through relation to the body. Also a lot of Renaissance things, I’m very in to diagram images and dissecting things into parts...also a lot of minimalistic artists, just really simplifying it down to what it’s about and not candy coating everything into looking like some big profound thing when it’s really just a simple statement — that’s it and then you take it and do whatever you want.”

The exhibit at Gallery 3-1/2 is not her first exhibit. In the fall of 1996 she was part of a group printmaking show at Gallery 3-1/2. She was also in a group show for The Printmaking Council of New Jersey in March of 1995. Last March she was in a Lucent Technologies show commemorating Women’s History month. When Jeannine graduates in May, 1999 she plans to get her master’s degree in restoration and curation of prints. She also intends to become a certified master printer. Jeannine said: “I would like to eventually...curate and direct a gallery, specifically prints and stuff. I just want to be around them constantly.”

The piece that struck me the most is “Mourning Reflection” because of it’s use of text and dripping dark and light colors to show mood. According to Jeannine, it’s about a person she spent a lot of time with and the emotions she felt when they drifted apart; “It’s just about going through the process of trying to figure out what it is you are doing for yourself rather than other people.”

In the piece, as in many of her other works are a symbol of “trying to get a matched stability of all the elements in your life and being able to go off and do your thing...departing from something onto something else.” Jeannine also uses her work to share her ideas on the issues that affect women, one such work that reflects this is “A Time For Change.” This piece shows two women figures with text in the background and a bar code going across the piece. I felt that this painting was about the disoriented view of what the “normal” woman’s body should look like and conform to, denoting a need to change the unrealistic standards. “Trying” is a seahorse surrounded by a border of fallopian tubes. This piece
Hey! I am running out of witty beginnings for this immensely stupid column. So here's all the news on the soaps. Enjoy!

One Life to Live: Georgie convinces Rachel that the man she's with is married. Then the little trickster (Georgie) calls Nora, interrupting an intimate moment with Bo, and worries her about Rachel's situation. To make matters worse Georgie insinuates to Sam that she and Bo are lovers. Vicki and Renee get "drunk" on Dorian's coral potion. Asa got Kevin released from the hospital and convinced Barbara to be his private nurse. Much to Cassie's displeasure Kevin tries to go back to work. Vicki finds herself in bed with Clint.

General Hospital: Luke tells Lucky the whole story of the night Laura was raped. Lucky spent the rest of the week trying to run from his father. Tony removes Michael from Mercy Hospital after the pressure heats up. Robin finds out more disturbing news about Jim, who is her mother. This news upsets the stunned little girl. Nick is furious to find that Cassie is staying with them again and leaves before Sharon can tell him what's going on. Grace dumped Tony who turned to Victoria for comfort. Victor assures Diane that Nikki is out of his life. Paul asks Chris to move out because he can't deal with her feelings for Danny. Paul confronts Danny and warns him he hasn't given up on his wife. Sarah/Veronica tells Josh who she is and goes psycho when he rejects her and tells her to leave. She gets her handgun and shoots him. Nikki comes home later to find her maid behaving quite strange. After an argument ensues the queen of the wackos shoots Nikki too.

Ways Of Our Lives
By Victoria Triggles

As the World Turns: Jack finds out the real reason Carley married Hal but doesn't tell Hal. Carly tries to convince Nikki that she's very excited about being her new stepmother. Jack teases Carly about the money but assures her he didn't spill the beans. Nikki overhears Carly telling Lisa that she almost chose Jack instead of Hal on her wedding day. Nikki tries to tell her father what she heard. Barbara asks John for a separation. John decides to adopt a baby girl to fix things with her.

Guiding Light: The Reva clone continues to grow to the astonishment of Josh and Michael. Josh wants Michael to give the girl up for adoption. Cassie sees Josh with the little girl in the park and asks if it's Reva's child. Josh tries to convince her it's not but she's suspicious. The Reva clone runs off and is nowhere to be found. The real Reva suspects she's not the only one on the island, she also worries about Josh and her kids. Ross almost catches Blake with Ben. Holly frantically searches for Fletcher.

The Bold and The Beautiful: Taylor and Ridge talk about things as they fawn over their baby. Amber and Rick crash the car while trying to race. C.J. Amber is thrown from the car but not really hurt, Rick on the other hand is bloody and unconscious. C.J. talks Amber into leaving the scene before the emergency people show up. C.J. calls Brooke and tells her about the accident. He refrains from giving her the specifics.

Sunset Beach: Vanessa starts to get horrible blisters and goes to the emergency room. Olivia asks Gregory to find out what happened to their baby. Annie tells Gregory she thinks Olivia can't remember giving birth because she was drunk. Gregory at first dismisses the idea but then begins to doubt Olivia. Cole looks in Brock's files to find something. Caitlin and Gregory try and talk Olivia out of seeing her "grandchild" so soon. Ben moves up his plans to kill Meg. The girls give Meg a surprise bachelorette party. Ben meets his double.

Another World: Grant gets Jake released from jail and Jake pays Lila a visit. He warms her to leave Bay City and Vicky alone. Jake admits to Gary he doesn't know if he could forgive Vicky. Lila plots to demolish Vicky's life. Feeling sorry for Vicky, Grant destroys the evidence he had for the custody battle. Matt promises Lila he won't leave her alone until he has proof the child's not his. Joe goes on TV to beg Paulina to come back.

Days of Our Lives: The sultan decides to spare Susan's life if she learns how to dance and keeps her face covered. Billie decides to leave because she feels Bo loves Hope not her. Bo tries to talk her out of it. She turns to go and almost falls down the stairs but Bo saves her and promises to be there for her and the baby. Stefan suffers a heart attack and Kristen, still pretending to be Susan, almost kills him. Susan tries to find a way to escape.

WMSC 90.3 FM Top 20 Albums Countdown

1. Swervedriver - 99th Dream
2. The Diggers - Mount Everest
3. HUM - Downward is Heavenward
4. A Million Miles Away - Various Artists
5. All Natural Lemon Lime Flavors - Turning Into Small
6. Julie Plug - Starmaker
7. James Iha - Let It Come Down
8. Sarge - The Glass Intact
9. Capp 'N Jazz - Alphabetanthology
10. Reverberation - Blue Stereo Music
11. Duster - Stratosphere
12. The Vandals - Buzzbomb
13. Bunnygrunt - Jen-Fi
14. The Din Pedals - The Din Pedals
15. Mystery Machine - Headfirst Into Everything
16. Vitreous Humor - Posthumous
17. Samiam - You're Freaking Me Out
18. Hello I'm a Truck - Hello I'm a Truck
19. Gary Numan - Dawn
20. Mary Lou Lord - Got No Shadow

Call (973) 655-5112 for reservations
SUN LIKE IT HOT!
INDOOR TANNING

750 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044
(973) 239-4010

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. - 10 a.m.-10p.m.
Saturday - 10a.m. - 5p.m.

SUN LIKE IT HOT!
INDOOR TANNING
INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
5 sessions for only $20!

1 month unlimited for
reg. $44!

Offer good for a limited time.

SUN LIKE IT HOT!
INDOOR TANNING

750 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044
(973) 239-4010

Visa and Mastercard Accepted!

SUN LIKE IT HOT!
INDOOR TANNING

750 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044
(973) 239-4010

By Robert Oakes
Staff Writer

An impressive ensemble of musicians come to MSU

On Sunday night, jazz pianist and composer Randy Weston brought a very impressive ensemble of musicians to the stage in Memorial Auditorium. The performance featured two groups—Weston's quintet and The Master Gnawa Musicians of Morocco—each representing a particular way of interpreting essentially similar music.

Weston's group, using familiar instruments and arrangements, included Neil Clarke on percussion, Talib Kibwe on saxophone and flute, bassist Alex Blake and Benny Powell on trombone. This band created intricate, steady renditions of Weston's original compositions and added their own flavor to some traditional African folk tunes.

Each player demonstrated satisfying skill as they improvised solos and wove threads seamlessly together. Alex Blake's bass-playing at times became a dance, as he slapped his hands across the fretboard and appeared to leap from his chair. Completely engrossed and grinning, Blake of­

clarified.

Talib Kibwe and Benny Powell provided bright brassy tones and sometimes produced very unexpected sounds from their horns. Weston's piano rang sharp and true, as the accomplished player filled the auditorium with a shower of notes.

During Weston's arrangement of a traditional African piece entitled "Sidi Musa" (or "Blue Moses"), members of The Master Gnawa Musicians of Morocco took the stage, dressed in traditional costumes. They performed a mesmerizing version of this same piece with a decidedly different flair. Each of the players sang and accompanied himself with either castanet-like instruments called qraqeb or a deep-toned stringed instrument called the hayg'houje. During this song, two of the players moved up stage to dance and shake their castanets.

The Master Gnawa Musicians of Morocco, including Abdwllah El Gourd, Mostafa Oubella, Ahmed Beb Othman, Abdenabi Oubella, M'barek Ben Othman and Abbas Larfaoui, were warmly wel­

comed by the audience. Their traditional approach blended naturally with that of Weston's jazz ensemble.

Weston explained that the Gnawa musicians perform healing ceremonies, using music to correct physical and spiritual disharmony. Their music is also used to praise God and the spirits of the saints.

Weston said that he was inspired by the Gnawa music and other traditional music of Africa during the years he lived in Morocco and traveled throughout the African continent. Many of his com­

positions reflect this influence, including "Gnawa in Paris," "The Healers" and "Chalabati Blues."

Weston holds that the various types of jazz music and African traditional mu­

sic share many common elements. They are "different but the same, because if you take out the African elements of bossa nova, samba, jazz blues, you have nothing. To me, it's Mother Africa's way of surviving in the New World."
MSU students give stunning performance

By Jennifer Alexander
Staff Writer

D o you think that you're God, Mr. McMurphy? the infamous Nurse Ratched demanded. “Because I don’t think that you are.”

While certainly Randle P. McMurphy is not God, Alberto Alsonso portrays the part made famous by (the now God-like) Jack Nicholson in his own, very unique style. Alsonso does not try to copy Nicholson at all, but gives a performance all his own.

Well acted, well costumed, well staged, “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” is an impressive and powerful story of a cuckoo’s nest. Based on the novel by Ken Kesey, it’s the story of man committed to a mental institution. In this mental ward, he meets several other patients who are there voluntarily. The stuttering Billy Bibbit, played by Will Coles, is an innocent young man who is plagued by thoughts of his mother. Dale Harding, portrayed by Michael Mintz, is a man rendered impotent by the size of his wife’s busom. Martini (Craig Bernard) is a very nice man tortured by hallucinations. Scanlon (Jason M. Willis) and Chewick (Tony Smith) are two other ward occupants who suffer under the iron fist of Nurse Ratched.

By far, the two most compelling performances were those of Chief Bromden (Ralph Cozzarelli) and Nurse Ratched (Victoria Cozzolino). The chief, as he is called, sits silently in the corner of the room, and is a very important character. Cozzarelli does an excellent job with the seemingly catatonic Chief, giving him a “life” of his own. Cozzolino portrays the cold hearted, iron fisted Nurse Ratched in a convincing and menacing performance. She is a powerful character played well by a powerful actress.

Making use of a simple and clean line set which gives the impression of obsessive sterility, the story takes place in a not so distant past where mental patients were treated with electroshock therapy and subjected to indiscriminate lobotomies. Enter McMurphy who does not want to be there, and the Ratched-subjugated patients. Through the course of the story, we learn why the other patients are there and what they need to do to get beyond the therapy they seek in the hospital.

The costumes and props were accurate and well used. Certainly Nurse Ratched would not be as ominous a figure if she were in one of the colorful nursing uniforms of today, nor would we be convinced of the sterility of the surroundings if they were done in the pastels of today’s hospitals.

The play was made that much better by the fact that Alsonso did not try to do Nicholson. That is certainly a fact today in performing this play. Nicholson made the character famous, and it’s a part that either must be done exactly in his style or with a refreshing new take as Alsonso does. While using one or two of Nicholson’s affectations, Alsonso presented McMurphy in his own light very effectively.

I thoroughly enjoyed this performance. I found the characters convincing and their actions interesting. The set and costumes helped to bring across the characters that the actors (and actresses) were trying to convey. All of this was artfully put together and presented by the director Bill DeLuca, and is presented on the slightly more intimate stage in the Studio Theatre.

“One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” is playing in the Studio Theatre in the Speech building, and will run March 26, 27, 28 &29, with performances at 8 p.m. March 26-28 and 2 p.m. matinees on March 28 and 29. Prices are $9 standard admission, $7 faculty, and $5 for students with a valid I.D. Since the Studio Theatre has limited seating, the tickets are on a first-come-first-serve basis. A memorable performance by a memorable cast and crew, and certainly worth seeing.

The Misfits keep the spirit alive

By Jeff Kaminski
Staff Writer

I headed up to 7 Willow St. in Port Chester, NY on Thursday, March 19 to see the legendary Misfits. 7 Willow St. is about 15 minutes from the NY border, and it is a smaller Irving Plaza type club. After a long wait on line we headed inside to see the show.

The opening band, Hinge, just started to play when we got in. This was one of the most generic bands I have heard in a long time. Combine Korn and Rage Against The Machine, and you get your 92.3 K-Rock/MTV band Hinge. They must have been a local band because there were some people who knew their stuff.

Next up was Markcy Ramone and The Intruders. This is Markcy Ramone’s new band, after the Ramones broke up. He is still on the drums, while a guitarist and a bassist share the vocal duties. This was my first time seeing them, and I was impressed. A lot of their songs are faster punk than the Ramones used to play. Marky is still awesome at banging away.

The opening band. Hinge, just

\[ \text{Gamstatt - Caught Up Soundtrack: Work} \]
\[ \text{Cocoa Bros - Black Trump} \]
\[ \text{Cam'ron - 375/Pull It} \]
\[ \text{Canibus - Second Round K.O. feat Mike Tyson} \]
\[ \text{Black Eyed Peas - Fallin' Up! Que Dices} \]

...see MISFITS on p. 19...
Curtis C. Cook is driven by a passion for art and jazz

By Franca DiMaso
Staff Writer

The drawings of Curtis C. Cook, "Things I Have Seen and Heard in Jazz," which are on display in Gallery One of Life Hall from March 1-27, are quite an enjoyable experience. A native of New Jersey, Cook, in addition to being an artist, is also a special education teacher at Plainfield High School as well as a Jazz musician playing drums. He received his B.A. in special education from Jersey State College and his M.A. in Administration from Kean College. He has studied at Ducret School of Art as well and has exhibited in the Plainfield Art Festival, where he won First Prize in drawing by the Plainfield Arts Council.

According to his bio, Cook, a lover of Jazz, tries to "center upon the musicians when they are caught in creative moments." He captures these moments! Viewing and admiring art is a new experience for me, but one that I'm having fun with. This man's art is very specific and to the point. I can understand it, especially because he seems to have a running theme, a strong passion. It's always nice to see someone who's driven by their passion. Usually artists are. Curtis C. Cook is a gifted artist who's inspired by many things, but specifically Jazz. Many of his drawings have a nostalgic feeling to them, such as "Nat King Cole," "The Duke" and "The Drummer." However, you can say that there's an element of nostalgia in all of his drawings.

Another thing I noticed about his drawings is that there's a tenderness to them, which I really liked. The drawings seem simple at first, but when you get in closer you notice that there's so much depth and meaning to them, and along with the nostalgia, and tenderness there's also powerful intrigue. He has a unique style that pays close attention to detail and if one element does not capture you, then another will.

I recommend Curtis C. Cook to anyone who is interested in Jazz, but also to anyone who just like to enjoy some great art that doesn't leave you confused. His drawings are real and to the point, and no one can attempt to relate to them, which I have. His artwork will be on display until March 27. If you miss that you can catch his work at the Permanent Collection of Laro and Associates in Irvington, NJ. His next exhibition will be next year at the Corridor Art Gallery in Brooklyn, NY.

The Misfits are back with a bang

MISFITS, cont. from p. 18

The Misfits are one of the most legendary punk bands. They come from Lodi, NJ, which I am very proud to say is my hometown. There is no way to even total how many of today's punk and hardcore bands have been influenced by them since they formed in 1977. They broke up in 1983, but got back together a few years back, minus their lead singer Glenn Danzig, who still refuses to have anything to do with the band to this day. So Doyle and Jerry Only recruited fellow Lodi resident Dr. Chud to take over the drums. Then the last, and most definitely hardest, position to be filled was vocals. After numerous tryouts with many singers, they settled on Michale Graves. He is much younger than the rest of the band, being in his early 20's, but I believe they made a great choice to fill this infamous position. He is obviously not going to be exactly the same as Glenn, but he is very close and does the job well.

The lights were turned low, and then the chaos began. The Misfits started with "American Psycho," and kept the madness flowing. The first four songs they played were off their new CD American Psycho which was released last year. To give you an idea of what was going on in the crowd and how fans feel about the Misfits, the barriers that kept the crowd at a distance from the band were completely broken during the first song! The band played on with a much closer atmosphere, minus the barriers. Then they played tons of their old songs to the delight of everyone there. Some of the songs that had the entire crowd at 7 Willow St. singing at the top of their lungs were "We Are 138," "Astro Zombies," "Halloween, and "Horror Business." It is amazing how songs that are 20 years old can have such an effect on a crowd to this day. You can just feel the same feeling that the crowds in the late 70's and early 80's felt at a Misfits show. They finished off the show with "Die, Die My Darling," but the highlight was when they played "Last Caress." The Misfits were amazing, just like the previous times I have seen them, and I can't even describe how happy I am that they are back together and touring.
Opinion

The pros and cons of radar patrol

Campus police recently issued an announcement that they will be implementing a three part plan to discourage drivers from breaking the 15 MPH speed limit on campus. Through this move, they wish to make the campus more safe for pedestrians and motorists alike. The proposed radar system is bound to cause a great deal of controversy even though it has some merit. First, let's take a look at the plan.

The first step in the plan is already taking place. The campus police have released statements concerning their plans to enforce speeding regulations more strictly through E-mail, flyers, signs, and articles in The Montclarion and Insight, the faculty newspaper. In other words, campus police are trying to give all of MSU's motorists a fair warning about the upcoming radar system.

Next, campus police will be placing radar stations in various locations on campus. The speed monitors will be attached to the trunks of the police cars. They will show the passing drivers their actual speed as they pass in by order to deter them from speeding on a billboard. The message that they are trying to send is that perhaps you might be driving a little faster than you are aware of. However, be warned because the campus police will know how fast you are going.

Finally, the campus police force plans to begin stringently enforcing the speeding laws. Utilizing the radar devices in their cars, police officers will be ticketing speeders. The tickets that they hand out will start at $77 for 1 to 15 miles per hour over the speed limit. In addition to the fine, the violator will receive points on his or her license. To put it simply, these are real moving violation tickets so you should be warned.

Although this move is somewhat of a good idea in terms of how it promotes campus safety, there are a few flaws. First, the campus speed limit is 15 MPH. Most drivers will agree that it is fairly difficult to travel at such a slow speed. The school zone speed limit in New Jersey is 25 MPH. Why are MSU's parking lots so much lower. The shuttles that transport students around campus move at an average of approximately 35 MPH in a straightaway situation. Will campus police be pulling over these shuttles and issuing the drivers tickets? MSU should lobby to have the speed limits on its roads raised to a more reasonable speed because 15 MPH is simply ridiculous.

The campus police force is hoping that these radar systems will lower the 108 accidents registered in each of the last two years. Unfortunately, there is no record of how many of these accidents occurred as a result of speeding.

In defense of the campus police, greed can be ruled out as a motive for the radars. They are giving the campus community ample warning of what is about to take place and all they are asking for in return is that motorists on MSU obey the rules set forth by the New Jersey Department of Transportation.

It is pretty much a definite thing that these radar systems will not be popular with the campus community. However, the goals set forth by campus police are admirable ones and they should be commended for their efforts.
Thirty-seven reasons why it will take you five years to graduate from MSU

By Kevin P. Hancock
Managing Editor

It is that time of year again, when course books for the upcoming semester are out reminding us all how very fast each one of these semesters can fly by. It was this same time last year when former Editor-In-Chief Tom Tracy was prompted to write an editorial "Thirty-six reasons why it will take you five years to graduate from MSU," (Issue 76, No. 25) because of what he saw in that course book. This week, the Fall 1998 editions were published and here I will rehash on a problem that Tom Tracy did so finely last year, because the topic certainly deserves the attention. As you can see from my title, this year there is one more reason why it will take you five years to graduate from MSU - the problem is just getting worse.

If you open up your Fall '98 course booklet and open up to page 31, you will see that for next semester MSU is offering 37 sections of Freshman Composition, one more than last year. That probably means about 20-some odd professors and adjuncts are being paid to teach all of the 37 necessary sections of Freshman Composition next year considering that many probably teach more than one section of the course. That is a lot of professors. Erect lecture halls if the ones we have aren't for those lower level required courses. This way you free up professors and can then use the extra funds to pay professors to teach the scarce higher level courses, so seniors can finish their majors and graduate on time. Sure, doing this will destroy MSU's previously low student-teacher ratio, but so what? As Tracy said last year, "What good is the ratio if it takes the average student five years to graduate?" I don't believe that the high number of professors will harm the quality of learning in these classes either. If a student wants to learn the material, they will. Also, professors can use teaching assistants and/or graduate assistants to help them with the large number of people. I took the Development of Mathematics freshman year in the Richardson Lecture Hall with about 150 other students and felt that it had no way affected my learning. The grade I got reflected the work I put into the class.

Option two is that the university could just hire more professors to teach more sections of these higher level courses in addition to the ones teaching lower level courses, but the university has never been too willing to part with money when it comes to things like education. Go figure. Cosmetic projects on campus have no problem getting funding but professors and especially adjuncts still make disgustingly low amounts of money for educating our nation's youth and preparing them for the future. So I'm thinking that option one is a bit more feasible, especially since it would involve constructing another pretty new building on campus.

What MSU needs to do is start creating lecture hall classes. Direct lecture halls if the extra one we haven't enough and pack 200, to 300 students into these classes for those lower level required courses. This way you free up professors and can then use the extra funds to pay professors to teach the scarce higher level courses, so seniors can finish their majors and graduate on time. Sure, doing this will destroy MSU's previously low student-teacher ratio, but so what? As Tracy said last year, "What good is the ratio if it takes the average student five years to graduate?" I don't believe that the high number of students will knock out these higher level courses quicker, then they can leave here on time...
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...THE WAY IT IS...
A reflection of the major life experiences that shapes a person's perception of reality

During a person's lifetime, he or she will encounter a number of experiences that will significantly alter his or her reality. Reflect back on your own time on this planet and think about some of those moments when you crossed a major threshold. So many experiences come to my mind.

I remember my first day of kindergarten in the Fall of 1982. I felt like I was an adult, just like my dad. Every morning I would put on my uniform and trudge off to school to pursue higher education. During my ninth years at Our Lady of the Lake, I had grown to a very comfortable position and by the eighth grade, I was the big fish in the little pond. The first signs of puberty were setting in and it was almost time for another major change for me.

In the Fall of 1991, I started high school. I had to start over in a brand new environment. For those four years, life-altering issues seemed to happen much more rapidly for me. I dated for the first time and, consequently, I had my first kiss. Everyone remembers that, don't they? It is one of those moments in time where you will never forget the feel of the other person's lips, the look on his or her face and the thoughts that flood the human brain as you begin a new chapter of your adolescence.

The thresholds are so numerous in this time of growth. I met the woman of my dreams. I cemented my plans for the future. If I were to take all of the little thresholds that comprise my college experience and try to sum them up in a few words, I would have to say that college is taking me from my family and delivering me to myself. College is a time that is extremely conducive for self-motivation and perseverance. I met my best friend for life, and then I lost him after 18 years. I wanted to talk about the particular ages where certain new rights are granted, such as getting a driver's license at 17 or voting rights 18. I wanted to talk about how I am allowed to go places I was never allowed to go before and now I can legally drink. In my reflection of those ages, I realized that those are mere rights that are officially bestowed upon me by the state. In actuality, the most important changes in my life have come to me by way of being subjected to new ideas and being placed in new circumstances. Life can't be measured on a watch or a calendar, it just has to be confronted and conquered.

I will always be a product of the wonderful experiences that altered my vision and the people who took the time to enlighten me.

I think all people should take an opportunity to think about how they got where they are today. It is a glorious experience to relive those moments and consider how they all fit together in the puzzle that is You. Finally, realize that the world will always be changing and your threshold is right around the corner. Don't be afraid to cross into the unknown.

Scheduling Difficulties keep you at MSU longer than you need to be

MSU has a responsibility to help students graduate as soon as possible so they can get on with their professional lives. 18,000 sections of 100 level courses and only two or three sections of 400 level courses is sure helping students get through freshman and sophomore year fast, but once you are a senior it may take you another year or so to complete your remaining few courses. Add on top of that a complicated final audit process that is a watch, it just has to be confronted and conquered.

Montclair Letter to the Editor Policy
• Letters must be typed, preferably on disk or via e-mail.
• Please keep letters to a single topic which is relevant to the issues at hand.
• Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel.
• Letters will not be printed unless they are signed, include the author’s name, major, and social security number. The last item is used for verification only.
• Only one letter by an author will be printed each month.
• All letters must be submitted by Monday at 6:00 pm. Any correspondence received after that time will not be considered for publication in that week's issue.
• Letters may be submitted through e-mail to Flannery@alpha.montclair.edu or sent to the Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, MSU, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
The true meaning of Easter is not all colored eggs and chocolate bunnies

### LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

**Guzman should cite his sources**

*By Jorge A. Montanez*

My name is Jorge A. Montanez and I am an undergraduate student at MSU. I always look forward to reading *The Montclarion* every Thursday, but usually get my spirits shot down as soon as I start reading it. The problem I have with the paper is the poor mistakes in spelling and sentence structure. These things make it so frustrating to read because I have to go over a line two or three times to understand its message.

In response to the column written by Jose L. Guzman III, I have to say that if he wants to write about the problem with racism, he should take better care of his wording. In the column he goes on to explain the definitions of the three original races and ends defining Caucasoid as: “The Caucasoids are you white blond straight hair, blue eyes, and genetically recessive (transparent) skin.” He also explains that the government considers any person with 1/18th of black in them is black. This statement should be cited and the source revealed because readers may join the racist mood Jose has created. He also wrote: “So all African-Americans, when you see a white European with dark hair say, ‘What’s up brother!’ I understand that he didn’t mean to write these statements with racists intent, however, his obvious angered-writing tone, his poor choice of words, and his line “garbage college of ours” is reason enough to disturb me and question the validity of his proclamation: “I am not racist. I have love for everybody and show it every time.”

*Jorge A. Montanez*
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

CAREER FAIR ‘98:
Tuesday, April 14, 1998
in the Student Center Ballroom from 11 a.m.–3 p.m.

50 Employers, Including:

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
ADP
ALLIANCE THERAPIES
AMERICAN EXPRESS
AT&T WIRELESS SERVICE
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
BELL ATLANTIC MOBILE
BLOOMBERG FINANCIAL MARKETS
BRIGHT HORIZONS CHILDREN’S CENTERS
BUCK CONSULTANTS, INC.
CABLE & WIRELESS INC.
COMMUNITY OPTIONS, INC.
DEAN WITTER
EDUCATIONAL AIDS PUBLISHING
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
FBI
HUNTINGTON LEARNING CENTER
IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS
IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION SERVICE RESOURCES INC.
INTERSTATE DEPARTMENT SERVICES INC.
KATZ RADIO GROUP
MCS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INC./CANON
METROPOLITAN LIFE
NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
NIKE INC.
NJ DIVISION OF YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
NJ MANUFACTURERS INSURANCE
CO.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
OFFICE DEPOT
OUR HOUSE, INC.
PEACE CORPS
PROFESSIONAL SECURITY BUREAU
PRUDENTIAL
REYNOLDS & REYNOLDS
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEMS
RUSS BERRIE & CO.
SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
SIMON & SCHUSTER
SPRINT PCS
STATE FARM INSURANCE CO.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY
Tiffany & Co.
TRUMP HOTELS & CASINO RESORTS
U.S. SECRET SERVICE
UNITED HEALTH CARE
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
VALLEY NATIONAL BANK
Suffering from the blues?
Don’t let depression get you down!
Get back into life’s rich pagent with Happy Pitz™
(pezzeril poptarteris)

Happy Pitz™ (pezzeril poptarteris)
Just like any prescription medication, Happy Pitz™ has side effects. In double-blind clinical studies, the following side-effects have been observed:

Vomiting, stomach discomfort, diarrhea, constipation, intestinal distension, impotence, frigidity, increased breast size in men, decreased breast size in women, headaches, insomnia, narcolepsy, swollen joints, hair loss, increased periods of urination, coughing, sneezing, difficulty in breathing, increased heart rate, weight gain, dizzy and puffy eyes, dryness in the mouth, indigestion, fatigue, soreness in the shoulders, gangrene, loss of limbs, earaches, tingling in the hair, temporary paralysis, permanent paralysis, acne, blisters on the face, varicose veins, change of hair colour, delusions of grandeur, schizophrenia, weakness of the world, Kaposi’s sarcoma, weight loss, anemia, bladder infections, abnormal blue discharge from genitalia, sweet-tart dependency, demon possession, cravings for really expensive produce, fear of maggots, fits of Mania, existential angst, incontinence, hallucinations, obsession with Warner brothers cartoons, spontaneous human combustion, bitterness, an odour akin to rotten eggs, ebola, and blurred vision. Do not operate a car, boat, bicycle, bulldozer, power wheels vehicle, steam shovel, playground swing, amusement park ride, electric chair, or remote control car while under the influence of Happy Pitz™. Only take Happy Pitz™ under the care of a physician...or don’t. Do not drink alcoholic beverages while under treatment with Happy Pitz™, or Armageddon will ensue. Do not taunt Happy Pitz™. Do not make fun of us, or we will hire a hitman to come visit you and your immediate family. Happy Pitz™ means business.

Talk to your physician about treatment options with Happy Pitz™.

Written by the once living, now deceased Humour™ section god, John J. O’Sullivan

Aries (March 21 to April 19)
You will be surprised early next week with a special gift given to you for no particular reason. If you mail back the little slip along with your free subscription to “Grit,” you may win ten million dollars.

Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
A loved one dotes on you this week...to the point of obsession.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
You are able to express yourself well...until you drink an entire keg by yourself. You’ll be lucky if you will be able to breathe. Forget about bringing up cogent points.

Cancer (June 21 to July 22)
You have a lot going for you in varied areas, but I’m not sure what those areas are. Don’t yell at me, I’m supposed to be dead right now. Heck, that’s pretty good for living guy—and I’m six feet under. Deal with it.

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22)
Couples make plans of a social nature that include the whole family...but are you sure that going to Frank’s Chicken House is a wholesome family activity?

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Your birthday will be much later in the year.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to January 19)
All will be well with you this week, until you go swimming later this week. You won’t be aware that MSU is keeping crocodiles in the pool for a science exhibit. Unfortunately for you, the crocodiles will be aware that you’re in the pool. See ya soon in the land of the dead...

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You’ll receive recognition of your accomplishments this week: Grand theft auto, vehicular homicide, unpaid parking tickets, yadda, yadda, yadda.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You’ll have a really great exotic meal this week. You’ll be curious about what is in it. Don’t be. You really don’t want to know.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Your birthday will be much later in the year.

Written by the once living, now deceased Humour™ section god,
John J. O’Sullivan

“I drank what?!”
-Socrates

John J. O’Sullivan
(1975-1998)

He’s still dead.
Really.
This isn’t any cheap ploy to become legendary or anything.
Honest.


Thought of the Day:

"F*#* 'em if they can't take a joke."

-J. R. "Bob" Dobbs
IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM THE HUMOUR™ SECTION:
Since John J. O’Sullivan untimely demise two weeks ago, the humour™ section was forced to sell most of its space to advertisers in order to take up enormous amounts of space. We encourage you to support our advertisers so we may be able to keep our precious little jobs. We really don’t want to wait tables anymore, and enjoy the corporate lifestyle. We like our phony jobs, and have no desire to be stripped of them.

Thank you for your continued support! Buy lots of stuff! The large international staff of humour™ writers.

Timothy Casey/Montclarion

He.y kidz!

The

Killed

X-15Jr.

Assault

tank

Don't be a pathetic loser! Be the first on your block to own your very own funco brand KILLED X-15Jr. tank, and ensure military supremacy! The X-15Jr. is the first fully-functional assault fun tank designed for kids! There isn't any pennyante fake gun with blinky-dinky lights here. The KILLED X-15Jr. comes equipped with a powerful gun turret, along with an ample supply of munitions. Play incredible (and deadly) games of Manhunt with your friends! Do you have a bully problem? Consider it gone! The KILLED X-15Jr. can plow right through the enemy's house and blow up his dog in one swoop! Does he have your lunch money? Take his whole damn bank account--and blow him up anyway! The fun never stops!

Don't wait! Get your very own KILLED X-15Jr. tank, because your enemies probably have theirs already!

A 00000™ product

Nature is not kind. Please help out.

"Maybe I can get a toupee this year..."

Seasonal tree pattern baldness is a problem that effects 1 out of 4 trees in the New Jersey area, and it's not going away. Every year, leaves fall off of perfectly healthy trees, leaving them naked to the elements. Millions of dollars will go into clean-up, raking, and collecting of leaves from balding trees. Not only does this seasonal disorder effect surrounding areas, it leaves trees with a feeling of inadequacy and embarrassment. It doesn't have to be like this. You can help cure this horrible affliction by donating money to the Tree Pattern Baldness Foundation for crucial research. Have a heart, send us a donation. Send all checks/cash to:
The Tree Pattern Baldness Foundation
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
(Please make all checks out to John J. O’Sullivan)
We thank you, and more importantly, our woody friends thank you in helping to solve their horrible affliction.

A public service announcement from the humour™ section.
Classifieds

Cinema Floor Staff, cashier, concession attendants, ushers. PT positions available. Weekend availability a must. Benefits include flexible schedule; free movies, advancement opportunities. Apply in person Mon through Fri. 12:00 to 9pm. Essex Green Cinema 9, Prospect Ave. West Orange. Call 731-6692 for directions. E.O.E.

WANTED
Responsible students to market/manage Citibank promotions on campus. Make your own hours. No travel. Earn $400+/wk. Call 1-800-932-0528. ext. 117.

Classical pianist to play at Corporate/Personal affairs. Call Vincent. Ameri-Tex Inc. 732-382-8085.

We need fun, energetic people to perform as costume characters at kid’s parties. Great pay and flexible hours. Must love kids, must have car. 800-539-8743.

DOG CARE ASSISTANTS - Part time, flexible schedules, for established Montclair area dog care service. Must love dogs, working outside, be responsible and reliable, have own transportation. Starting pay $7 per hour. Call 746-8152 day or evening.


Apartment to Share
Bloomfield (Brookdale Section): 3 females looking for M/F 23-28 y/o to share lg. 4 bdrm, 3 bthrm apt., W/D. No pets. Smokers OK. Available immediately. $350/mo. + 1/4 util. 1 1/2 mo. sec. 973-748-8371.

Child Care Wanted
Babysitter - Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 2-8 p.m.; must have experience and own car; excellent references required; non-smoker only; West Orange area. Call (973) 669-3705.

Child care/housekeeper: warm and loving; own car required; M. Caldwell; approximately 15 hrs./week; Monday-Thursday 3-8 P.M.; (212-969-3017)

Part time child care needed in Summit. After school care for 6 yr old girl (in morning Kindergarten) and 9 yr old boy (in 3rd grade); 2-3 days a week for remainder of school year.

Non-smoker. Driving a must. Previous child care experience and references required. Call Judy at 908-277-6106.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for toddler in my Bloomfield home, near Upper Montclair. one to two afternoons per week, flexible hours. Must have own transportation. Salary: $7/hr. Please call 338-1519.

Child Care Needed - Mondays 12 pm - 7 pm for 4 year old (maybe some weekend nights) in Upper Montclair. Non-Smoker must have own car. Call 973-746-7441.

West Orange family urgently seeking experienced aftercare/baby-sitter. Mondays and Fridays/3PM-6PM, an occasional weekend day or Saturday evening as well. Must have references and transportation. 973-898-6028 / 973-243-1023.

Babysitter wanted: 2 children ages 3 months and 3 years. 3 days a week/weekend nights. Salary: $7/hr. light housekeeping a plus references required call: (973) 597-9529.

Mother's Helper - From June to September Full time, flexible hours occasional weekend + weekday travel to share must drive two wonderful children (5 yr, and 8 yr) call Grace 973-857-5079.

Reach the 13,000 students at Montclair State University by buying a classified ad in the MONTCLARION! Call Advertising Director Kevin Schwoebel at 655-5237 to find out how.

Given By:
IMAM HAMZA ABDUL-SALAAM of Masjid An-Nur in Paterson

Tuesday, March 31, 6:30 PM
Student Center, Room 419

Food and refreshments will be served!
(God-Willing)

Muslim Students' Association is a Class III of the SGA, Inc.
General Membership Meetings: Mondays at 4 PM, Student Center, Room 417
Information Table: Tuesdays in the Student Center, 2nd Floor.
Bagel Sale: This Monday, March 30th, Patridge Hall, from 8-3
Future Speaker (God-Willing): Abdullah Adhami on April 9th.
Check out the Display in the C-Store this week!!

Establishing Islam in America

Given By:
IMAM HAMZA ABDUL-SALAAM of Masjid An-Nur in Paterson

Tuesday, March 31, 6:30 PM
Student Center, Room 419

Food and refreshments will be served!
(God-Willing)
For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred annuities that can help you build additional assets—money that can make the difference between living and living well in retirement.

Contributions to SRAs are conveniently deducted from your salary on a pretax basis. The result? More money invested. Fewer taxes now. And since investment earnings are tax deferred until you receive them as income, the money you don’t send to Washington can work even harder for you.

What else do SRAs offer? A full range of investment choices, a helpful loan feature, and the financial expertise of TIAA-CREF, the world’s largest retirement system.

Now More Ways to Meet Your Goals

Today TIAA-CREF can help you meet even more of your financial objectives, with IRAs, mutual funds, and more. We’ll help you select the solutions that suit your needs. Visit your benefits office or call us at 1 800 842-2776 to learn more.

Do it today—it couldn’t hurt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

*Based on assets under management.

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
MSU’s Ghinea wins division III wrestling national championship

By Jason Lampa

Florian Ghinea, who recently won the NCAA Division III wrestling championship at 134 pounds has been named Winter Athlete of the Year by the Montclarion Sports Writers Association.

Ghinea finished with a record of 36-1 and tied MSU wrestling coach Steve Strellner’s record for pins in a season with 24. As the top seed in the NCAA championships, he pinned in his first two matches and scored decisions in the next two before beating Manchester College’s Darell Carr 9-4 for the championship.

Ghinea, who is 23 years old, is no stranger to success on the wrestling mat, but his path to becoming a collegiate national championship has been anything but easy.

Ghinea lived the first 19 years of his life in Romania where at the age of 17 he became the first wrestler in the history of his country to win the Romanian junior and senior national championships in the same year. If Ghinea had accomplished this feat in the United States, in all likelihood would have received scholarship offers from most NCAA Division I programs; however, in Romania, where only those with connections with those who make the decisions concerning athletics in the country, Ghinea’s future was not so bright.

In May of 1994 at the age of 19, Ghinea who yearned for a better life that he could not find in Romania, walked away from the Romanian Junior National wrestling team at Kennedy Airport in New York with only his name and a dream.

Ghinea found work at a restaurant in Queens but realized that if he did not learn the English language he would never be able to stay. He took English classes at Fordam University and Montclair State and began wrestling with the New York Athletic Club’s Greco-Roman wrestling team which was being coached by MSU assistant wrestling coach Momir Petrovik.

Petrovik was impressed with Ghinea’s ability and told Strellner that he should come check the kid out. After he watched Ghinea only once, Strellner asked him if he would like to come to Montclair State and wrestle.

Ghinea accepted the coach’s offer and the rest is history.

Ghinea is currently in the United States on a work visa and has been working on getting his U.S. citizenship.
Head Softball Coach

Anita Kubica

**MSU SPORTS PROFILE:**

Overall Record 214-99 (.684)
MSU under Kubicka;
- Two NCAA World Series Appearances (3rd Place & National Runner-Up in 1997)
- Two NCAA Regional Titles
- Six Straight NCAA Regional Appearances
- One New Jersey Athletic Conference Championship
- 1997 National Champion Runner-Up

The Program Overall:
- 1997 National Champion Runner-Up
- Five NCAA Regional Titles
- Two NJAC Championships
- Seven Seasons with 30 or more Wins

**Red Hawks shine in California; regular season starts tomorrow**

**BASEBALL, cont. from p.32**

woozy for a couple of minutes, however, wished to stay for the remainder of the game. After some persuasion, he was taken for x-rays and a cat scan, all of which were negative. He did, however, receive a concussion, and returned to the hospital two days later for a post-head injury examination. After MSU won the game, Schoenig showed his commitment to his team by returning three hours after the blow to his head to coach the team in the championship game that evening.

**Ice Hockey Club**

Men’s and Women’s Teams Available

Interest Meeting Tuesday, March 31 at 9:15 pm in Floyd Hall Arena

Any Questions, please call Steve at 655-7443

MSU Campus Recreation and Intramural Services
Baseball impressive in 11 game west coast swing

McCorkle leads hot Red Hawk bats to an 8-3 record in California

By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor

After 11 games in 13 days in California, the MSU men’s baseball team comes home with a record of 8-3, the best west coast trip in team history.

McCorkle got hot, finishing the tournament, a 13-4 Montclair run blast. McCorkle also hit two home runs in one inning in MSU history. He lead off the inning with a two-run home run. McCorkle is the first player in MSU history to do so.

Junior Brian Kermizian, a transfer from Rider University, made an immediate impact for MSU, coming home with the team’s best average at .458 and hitting safely in all 11 games, driving in 15 runs. Kermizian’s most impressive work, however, came defensively in right field where he accumulated four assists.

Junior third baseman Lou Finimore ended the trip a couple points behind of Kermizian’s average at .455. Finimore smashed three home runs, driving in nine in the 10 games he played. The junior sat out one game for a sore throwing arm.

The final cog in MSU’s offensive machine was junior transfer center fielder Dan Wynder. Wynder was inserted in the second slot in the order and did not disappoint. Wynder finished with a batting average of .413, had 14 RBI’s, four doubles, three triples and two home runs, and did a great job of advancing runners throughout the trip. He also played a solid center field.

With two freshmen starting at shortstop and second base to open the season, an outfield with two transfers and a player at third for the first time in his career, the quality of the team’s defense may have been a question mark. The question has been answered. Montclair finished the trip with a fielding percentage of .967 and committed just 14 errors on the trip. Four of the teams errors were committed by the pitching staff.

Montclair received seven assists from the outfield, four from Kermizian, two from senior E.J. Sebelle and from Wynder. The Wynder assist had particularly added importance as it began a relay that threw the tying run out at home plate to end a game and give MSU a 5-4 win over the University of Redlands.

Junior first baseman Shawn McCorkle who on the west coast trip hit .405, had a team leading 16 RBI’s and smashed five home runs, two of which came in one inning in a 16-7 victory over Pomona Pitzer College. McCorkle is the first player in MSU history to do so.

Montclair State’s trip featured many memorable moments, but the moment that may stick out the most to the people who were there, was an incident which took place in the MSU dugout during the semi-final tournament game against the University of La Verne, when Schoenig, MSU’s baseball coach in his eleventh year, had to be taken to the hospital after taking a batted ball off the bat of a La Verne player. Schoenig was taken to the hospital after taking a batted ball off the bat of a La Verne player.